
An Overview of the Dragos Platform Subscription Model

The Dragos Platform is industrial cybersecurity (ICS/OT) technology that arms your organization 
with the tools and intelligence to stay ahead of cyber attackers and confidently identify and 
respond to threats in your environment. Designed to accommodate both CAPEX and OPEX 
expenditures, the Dragos Platform subscription model gives our customers the ultimate in 
flexibility and immediacy for our content-rich offering.

DRAGOS PLATFORM SUBSCRIPTION MODEL

ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE
A key benefit of the Dragos Platform subscription 
model is the assurance your company has the 
latest asset visibility, vulnerability management, 
threat detection, and incident response capability 
available. Our technology is developed and 
maintained by analyst-driven intelligence, 
ICS-specific practitioner experience, and insight 
from customer engagements that is codified  
into Platform updates delivered through  
Knowledge Packs.

This provides your security team the most  
up-to-date tools to defend your organization, 
including: regularly updated adversary tactics, 
techniques, and procedures (TTPs) based on our 
latest intelligence; new indicators of compromise 
to detect threats in their early stages; and 
investigation playbooks, authored by Dragos’s 
expert threat hunters and incident responders,  
to provide step-by-step response guidance.

WHAT YOU GET

To provide seamless delivery of this critical and 
rapidly-changing content, the Dragos Platform 
Subscription Model offers single or multi-
year software agreements to your industrial 
organization via a scalable, consistent platform.

Pricing Incentives
Pay for what you need with discounts and  
guaranteed SLAs on specific Dragos 
Platform-enabled Services based on  
volume tiers

Scalability
Start with targeted deployments and expand 
when the time is right

Immediacy
Continuous access to the most current Dragos 
Platform upgrades

Practitioner-Driven Content
The latest analytics and content based on 
dedicated expert threat intelligence

Critical Support
Rapid, convenient support when you need  
it most

Ease Of Use
Newest features and content updates 
available on demand through the customer 
portal to deploy when you’re ready
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REGULAR KNOWLEDGE PACK UPDATES
Knowledge Packs (KPs) are codified updates of the Dragos team’s latest industrial 
adversary cybersecurity intelligence with the tools to investigate and respond 
efficiently, including:

   Threat analytics distilled from adversary behaviors (TTPs)

   Vulnerability knowledge base updates from both public and private sources enriched 
with exclusive Dragos analysis, prioritization, and contextual guidance

   Signatures that may indicate malware, exploits, reconnaissance, or propagation

   Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) / Indicators of Attack (IOAs) that identify threat 
behavior early in the attack sequence

   Query-Focused Datasets (QFDs) that aid in the investigation process

   Reporting on any new information from the Dragos threat intelligence, hunting, and 
response teams

   Regularly updated and expanded IT/OT protocol support coverage for asset 
characterizations and traffic dissection

   Investigation playbooks authored by Dragos practitioners with best practices and 
prescriptive investigation guidance

To learn more about the Dragos Platform Subscription Model, contact 
sales@dragos.com or call 855-372-4670.
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The Dragos Platform Subscription Model offers flexible, customizable options to meet your 
organization’s unique ICS cybersecurity needs and ensures your security team has immediate 
access to Dragos’s latest intelligence, critical updates, and rapid support when you need it most.

KEY BENEFITS
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